Effect of pneumatic compression therapy on lymph movement in lymphedema-affected extremities, as assessed by near-infrared fluorescence lymphatic imaging
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Previous studies have shown cost effectiveness and quality-of-life benefit of pneumatic compression therapy (PCT) for lymphedema (LE). Insurers, such as the Centers for Medicare/Medicaid (CMS), however, desire visual proof that PCT moves lymph. Near-infrared fluorescence lymphatic imaging (NIRFLI) was used to visualize lymphatic anatomy and function in four subjects with primary and cancer treatment-related LE of the lower extremities before, during, and after PCT. Optically transparent and windowed PCT garments allowed visualization of lymph movement during single, 1h PCT treatment sessions. Visualization revealed significant extravascular and lymphatic vascular movement of intradermally injected dye in all subjects. In one subject with sufficient patent lymphatic vessels to allow quantification of lymph pumping velocities and frequencies, these values were significantly increased during and after PCT as compared to pre-treatment values. Lymphatic contractile activity in patent lymphatic vessels occurred in concert with the sequential cycling of PCT. Direct visualization revealed increased lymphatic function, during and after PCT therapy, in all LE-affected extremities. Further studies are warranted to assess the effects of PCT pressure and sequences on lymph uptake and movement.
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1. Introduction

Lymphedema (LE) is an accumulation of excessive lymph fluid in the subcutaneous tissues, due to inadequate transport capacity of the lymphatic system. The inadequate transport can result from impairment of the lymphatic vessels, as occurs in up to 30% of U.S. cancer survivors, due to lymph vessel disruption, \(^1\) from lymph vessel malformations, as in genetically associated (primary) LE, \(^5\) from chronic venous insufficiency, \(^7\) and other causes.

LE disposes the affected area to an ongoing inflammatory process that, if untreated, can progress to skin fibrosis, adipose tissue accumulation, and further accumulation of fluid, causing disfiguring swelling, disability, and infections such as cellulitis. Studies have shown that if LE is recognized early, and treatment begun at initial stages, permanent swelling due to adipose tissue accumulation, as well as fibrotic skin changes and cellulitis, can often be avoided. \(^8\) Patients in the US first use “conventional” treatment (compression with or without manual lymphatic drainage, or MLD) for months. In some areas of the US, pneumatic compression devices may be covered by insurers, but the patient must first fail using a basic PCT pump before being allowed to try an advanced pump. Lymphaticovenous anastomoses and lymph node transplant surgeries have been performed on selected LE patients, and have demonstrated decreased cellulitis incidence and limb swelling in many cases. \(^9\)–\(^14\) Compression garment use after the surgeries is still required to maintain limb volume reductions in most cases to prevent further lymph and subcutaneous adipose accumulation. Surgical treatment is indicated for patients who do not improve with conservative measures, or for patients in whom the extremity is so large that it impairs daily activities and prevents successful conservative management, \(^9\) but US medical insurers do not routinely cover the surgeries.

Conservative treatment for LE consists of massage and compression. Clinic-based treatment, known as complete decongestive therapy (CDT), consists of multilayered compression bandaging, exercise, skin care, education, and therapeutic, directional massage (MLD). \(^15\) MLD is applied with the goal of stimulating lymphatic uptake in the affected area, or in the cases where there is a blockage or obliteration/dysfunction of local lymphatics, rerouting the fluid to areas with functioning lymphatics. MLD is applied in specific patterns, and has been documented to increase lymphatic uptake and propulsion. \(^16\) Immediately after MLD, compression bandaging is applied, which functions by raising the hydrostatic pressure in subcutaneous tissues, enabling movement of fluid through open channels and improving conditions for uptake of fluid into the lymphatics. MLD and lymphatic compression bandaging are skilled techniques, and are administered by a trained therapist, requiring repeated and numerous clinic visits.

Pneumatic compression therapy (PCTs) devices are an alternate or adjunctive method of LE therapy. PCTs are used in-clinic as part of CDT treatment, as a home-based continuation of CDT, or as an alternative therapy. PCT systems consist of a pump that inflates a garment worn over the affected area, in an inflation pattern of duration and pressure that varies by PCT construction and manufacture. These systems are generally easy to operate by the patient in the home environment, in accordance with the prescription of a licensed medical practitioner. \(^17\)–\(^18\)

Previous studies have shown PCTs provide significant edema reduction and long-term maintenance, \(^19\)–\(^20\) can provide treatment equivalent in edema reduction outcome to in-clinic methods, \(^21\) can maintain edema reduction after discharge from in-clinic sessions, \(^22\) and can reduce the incidence of cellulitis infection. \(^23\) Therefore, PCT use could potentially make a significant difference in the level of care for LE patients who do not have access to clinics with trained therapists, and could provide favorable treatment outcomes. However, adoption of these systems by clinicians has been limited, because visible evidence of the efficacy of PCT to stimulate lymph uptake, propulsion, and movement, including transport of proteins in lymph fluid, has been deemed lacking or inconclusive, \(^24\) and by opinion in the literature that PCTs do not stimulate lymphatic transport. \(^25\) These claims persist, despite lymphoscintigraphy studies demonstrating tracer uptake by the lymphatics during PCT treatment. \(^26\)

Near-infrared fluorescence lymphatic imaging (NIRFLI) technology uses a sensitive camera and optics system to detect fluorescence emitted from a fluorescent dye (indocyanine green, or ICG) that, once injected intradermally, binds to albumin and other proteins that are taken up into the lymph. \(^27\)–\(^28\)
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Dim near-infrared laser illumination of skin allows tissue-penetrating light to excite the dye, and the resulting fluorescent photons are collected to produce images of lymphatic vessel architecture and movies displaying movement of lymph as it is “pumped” from distal limb areas. This study utilized NIRFLI technology to determine influence of PCT treatment on lymph fluid movement and lymphatic uptake in LE-affected extremities. The PCT utilized in this investigation, Lympha Press Optimal (Mego Afek Ac, Ltd., Israel) consists of a pump that applies pressure to multiple individual chambers inside the garment. The chambers, which overlap each other in a manner similar to compression bandaging, inflate in sequence from distal to proximal, hold briefly, and then deflate for a brief intermission before resuming the distal-to-proximal cycle. Prior to engaging the sequential compression, the PCT applies a peristaltic massage cycle to the proximal areas. Treatment pressures are selectable according to clinician assessment from 20 mmHg to 90 mmHg.

Herein, we provide images and movies of lymphatics, obtained using NIRFLI technology, before, during, and after PCT, in a study cohort of four subjects with different presentations of LE. The images of lymphatics of the four subjects obtained through clear and windowed PCT garments enabled real-time visualization of lymph movement in response to PCT. Images and movies from these patients demonstrate the ability of PCT to move fluids proximally in patent lymphatic vessels and through extravascular spaces. Comparison of images from the first subject, who serendipitously was imaged 18 months prior without any PCT treatment, provides convincing evidence that enhanced proximal lymph movement results from PCT. Notably, subject 3 had sufficient patent lymphatic vessels that allowed quantification of lymphatic function before, during, and after PCT.

2. Methods
2.1. Human subjects
The grade/type of LE, previous LE treatment, garments used, and other details of the study subjects are listed in Table 1. A total of four subjects were recruited, and all were enrolled. Written consent was obtained from all subjects before imaging and PCT, and all studies were conducted under institutional IRB and FDA approval (IND 102, 765).

2.2. NIRFLI imaging system and PCT system
The NIRFLI imaging system has been described previously and is illustrated in Visualization 1. The custom-built, investigational device is equipped with a NIR-sensitive, military grade image intensifier and a 16-bit, frame transfer, charge coupled device (CCD) camera. Images were acquired by illuminating the tissue with the diffuse output (≤1.9 mW/cm²) of a 785 nm laser diode and collecting the resulting 830 nm fluorescent signal emanating from the tissue. The PCT system used consisted of the Lympha Press Optimal® programmable pump and appliance garments. Garment 1 consisted of multi-chambered pants with clear windows at dorsal foot/ankle, medial knee, and naval areas. Garment 2 consisted of a multi-chambered leg garment made entirely of clear material. With the exception of the external materials utilized for optical visualization, the garments were not altered from their standard, marketed form. In some cases, two identical garments were used (one garment on each leg). The garments are pictured later.

2.3. ICG injection, PCT treatment, NIRFLI, and data analysis
Immediately prior to imaging, each subject received 12–14 intradermal injections, each containing 25 micrograms ICG in 0.1 cc saline, for a 300–350 micrograms total dose, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Injection sites, per side, included two in dorsal foot, one in medial ankle, one in medial and one in lateral calf, and one in thigh. Subjects 1 and 2 received two additional injections in the peri-navel area. Imaging began immediately after ICG injection. After initially imaging for 30 min, the PCT garment(s) was donned for approximately 1 h of treatment (Fig. 2). NIRFLI was conducted during PCT treatment, after which the PCT garment was removed and imaging was performed for an additional 30 min. PCT consisted of approximately 60 cycles of 45, 40, 35, and 30 mmHg pressure applied in a distal-to-proximal gradient for 50 s per cycle. Using garment
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject number, grade, age</th>
<th>LE type/ age of onset</th>
<th>Unilateral/ bilateral</th>
<th>Previous LE care</th>
<th>PCT program used in study</th>
<th>PCT garment(s) used in study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1, II, 35</td>
<td>Primary/ congenital (presented at birth)</td>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>Compression bandaging, MLD</td>
<td>10 min trunk, 50 min cycling (gradient pressure 45, 40, 35, 30 mmHg for 50 s per cycle, ~60 cycles)</td>
<td>Windowed pants (garment 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2, II, 48</td>
<td>Secondary to gynecological cancer treatment (onset at age 40, 5 years after hysterectomy)</td>
<td>Unilateral</td>
<td>Compression bandaging, MLD, some PCT</td>
<td>10 min trunk, 45 min cycling (gradient pressure 45, 40, 35, 30 mmHg for 50 s per cycle) with clear leg garment on affected, then 5 min with clear leg garment on unaffected leg, then 15 min with windowed pants (both legs)</td>
<td>One clear single leg garment and windowed pants (garments 1 and 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, I, 18</td>
<td>Primary/ praecox (onset at age 15)</td>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>Compression bandaging, MLD</td>
<td>10 min trunk with windowed pants, then 50 min with two clear leg garments cycling (gradient pressure 45, 40, 35, 30 mmHg for 50 s per cycle)</td>
<td>Two clear single leg garments and windowed pants (garments 1 and 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4, II/III, 50</td>
<td>Primary/ praecox, presenting with lipolymphephedema (onset at age ~ 15)</td>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>Compression bandaging, MLD</td>
<td>10 min trunk, 50 min cycling (gradient pressure 45, 40, 35, 30 mmHg for 50 s per cycle, ~ 60 cycles)</td>
<td>Windowed pants (garment 1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of PCT on lymph movement

Fig. 1. (Color online) Study logistics. Green triangles indicate ICG injection sites. NIRFLI was conducted for 30 min before donning of Lympha Press PCT garment. NIRFLI was continued during PCT, which consisted of continuous cycles of 45, 40, 35, and 30 mm Hg for 1 h, starting at trunk, and then moving from lower to upper legs, and, in the case of the pants, the abdomen. PCT garment removal was followed by 30 min of imaging.

Fig. 2. Study PCT garments and NIRFLI images obtained with garments. Garment 1 (pants) featured clear windows at foot, medial knee, and anterior abdominal areas. Garment 2 (one leg) was made entirely of clear material. Extravascular, as well as vascular lymph in linear and tortuous vessels are readily visible using these garments.

1 (pants), the trunk area was drained first, then distal (foot) areas, lower leg, and finally upper leg areas. Trunk drainage with garment 1 (10 min) preceded use of completely clear garment 2, which drained foot, leg, and then upper leg areas. Images were analyzed and compiled into movies using ImageJ software (NIH) as described previously.27,29,31,32 Mean values for lymphatic pulsatile velocities and periods (time between pulses) were compared using Student’s t-tests (Microsoft Excel).

Of note, during NIRFLI, dye/lymph migration to terminal destinations is typically evident within 15 min of ICG injection. Pre-treatment NIRFLI images shown in the figures were taken 15 min after dye injection, and post-treatment NIRFLI images were taken 1–1/2 h after dye injection.

3. Results

3.1. Lymph moved in response to PCT (Subject 1)

Comparison of NIRFLI images from the two imaging sessions of subject 1 provided evidence of PCT
efficacy, as shown by more complete filling of lymph vessels with ICG during the PCT session as compared to a NIRFLI session of the same duration that did not include PCT. NIRFLI images of the right anterior leg of subject 1, shown in Figs. 3 and 4, provide visual evidence that ICG-laden lymph moved proximally from the injection sites 90–135 min after injection in both the first and second imaging sessions.

In the first imaging session, with no PCT, 90–120 min after injection, little dye was observed away from injection sites; in fact, only a small area of diffuse/extravascular dye around the medial shin

Note: Full-leg images are montages of smaller regional images.

Fig. 3. Fluorescent dye/lymph distribution in right anterior leg before and after PCT in subject 1. (leftmost) White light image, (second from left) NIRFLI image 1–1/2–2 h after dye injection, from first imaging session, in which no PCT was performed (18 months prior to second imaging session), (third from left) NIRFLI image before PCT in second imaging session, (rightmost) NIRFLI image after PCT in second session (1–1/2–2 h after dye injection).

Note: Image shown is montage of smaller regional images. Scale bar = 1 cm.

Fig. 4. NIRFLI image of subject 1’s lower right anterior leg, after PCT treatment. Extravascular/diffuse, as well as primary vessel vascular/linear (small vessels noted by arrow) dye/lymph is visible. Injection sites are covered by small round bandages or small rectangles of black tape to prevent camera saturation.
injection site was visible (Fig. 3, second image from left). In the second imaging session, before PCT, only areas near the foot, medial calf, and thigh injection sites displayed fluorescent dye (Fig. 3, third image from left). After PCT, large areas of ICG/lymph were visible in the right anterior shin (Fig. 3, rightmost image). Dye was visualized proximal to injection sites, potentially from flow through interstitial channels that could empty into lymphatic collectors. Closer inspection of the right anterior shin area in Fig. 4 reveals plenteous extravascular/diffuse with some linear/vascular ICG-laden lymph apparent (seen as fine primary lymphatic vessels just above ankle).

Small areas of extravascular/diffuse ICG-laden lymph protruding from dorsal foot and medial ankle injection sites are also evident, as is a large extravascular/diffuse area at the lateral ankle. Images of the left anterior leg of subject 1, shown in Figs. 5 and 6, likewise reveal more extravascular/diffuse and vascular/linear ICG-laden proximal

Note: Full-leg images are montages of smaller regional images.

Fig. 5. Fluorescent dye/lymph distribution in left posterior leg before and after PCT in subject 1. (leftmost) white light image, (second from left) NIRFLI image 1–1/2–2 h after dye injection, from first NIRFLI imaging session, in which no PCT was performed, 18 months prior to second imaging session, (third from left) NIRFLI image before PCT in second imaging session, (rightmost) NIRFLI image after PCT in second session (1–1/2–2 hours after dye injection).

Note: Image shown is montage of smaller regional images.

Fig. 6. NIRFLI image of subject 1’s lower left anterior leg, after PCT treatment. Extravascular/diffuse and vascular/linear dye/lymph is visible. Ventromedial lymphatic bundle vessel is evident, and pumping through this vessel was noted.
lymph movement from injection sites after PCT, as compared to the prior session without PCT.

Without PCT, NIRFLI images taken 90–135 min after injection show limited movement of ICG on the dorsal foot and shin injection sites (Fig. 5, second image from left), and a small vessel in the thigh which carries ICG-laden lymph to the inguinal area.

In the second imaging session, following PCT, abundant extravascular/diffuse and vascular/linear ICG-laden lymph is clearly visible (Fig. 5, right-most image), compared to before PCT (Fig. 5, third image from left, and Fig. 6), including vascular/linear lymph in ventromedial bundle vessels (below kneecap), as well as in the dorsal foot (shown as straight, linear vessels emerging from dorsal foot injection sites). In addition to lymph pumping through the ventromedial bundle (knee area, Visualization 2, video), extravascular/diffuse and vascular/linear ICG-laden lymph is apparent in left anterior shin, lateral knee, and lower thigh areas.

3.2. Lymph movement during PCT (Subject 2)

The use of a completely clear PCT garment (garment 2) allowed greater real-time visualization of ICG-laden lymph during the imaging session of subject 2, with unilateral acquired LE.

The left/affected dorsal and medial foot displayed primarily extravascular/diffuse ICG 15 min after ICG injection, but after PCT, most of the ICG-laden lymph is located within lymphatic vessels in the foot (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. NIRFLI image of subject 2’s anterior medial left foot before (a) and after (b) PCT treatment in subject 2. Extravascular/diffuse and vascular/linear (arrow) dye/lymph are visible.

Fig. 8. Fluorescent dye/lymph distribution in subject 2’s left (LE-affected) leg before and after PCT. (a) NIRFLI image of anterior left leg before PCT, (b) anterior left leg after PCT, (c) posterior left leg before PCT, (d) posterior left leg after PCT.
Figure 8 shows a montage anterior leg view before PCT (Fig. 8(a)), and Fig. 8(b) shows this view after PCT. Figures 8(c) and 8(d) show before and after PCT images of the posterior leg. ICG-laden lymph movement to knee and thigh areas after PCT is notable. The right/una®ected leg did not show any differences in lymph distribution before (Visualizations 3a and 3c) and after (Visualizations 3b and 3d) PCT.

3.3. Lymph pumping through patent lymphatic vessels is improved during PCT and after PCT (Subject 3)

Despite skin thickening and extravascular ICG evident at both feet/ankles, subject 3 (grade I/II praecox) displayed working lymphatic vessels. Figure 9 shows that PCT recruited the use of femoral/thigh lymphatic vessels. The use of two

![Figure 9: Subject 3’s anterior NIRFLI images before and after PCT.](image)

Note: Thigh vessel recruitment with PCT (arrows)

---

Fig. 9. Subject 3’s anterior NIRFLI images before and after PCT.

---

**Fig. 10.** Pulsatile velocities and frequencies increased with PCT in subject 3. (a) Lymphatic vessel pulsatile velocities (centimeters/minute) and frequencies (expressed in periods, or minutes between pulses) in left and right legs before, during, and after PCT, (b) data from both legs combined. Bars = p < 0.005, unless otherwise indicated.
completely clear leg garments during PCT allowed quantification of lymphatic pumping velocities and frequencies before, during, and after PCT (Fig. 10).

The histogram in Fig. 10(a) shows calculated pulsatile velocities for each leg before, during, and after PCT for this bilateral subject, and Fig. 10(b) shows the same data for both legs combined. Lymph vessel pulsatile velocity increased markedly during PCT, and remained elevated above pre-PCT levels during the 30 min period immediately following removal of the PCT garments. Likewise, pulsatile frequency (expressed as period, or time between pulses) improved (decreased) during PCT, and stayed lower during the 30 min post-PCT period. Visualizations 4–6 (videos) show pulsing in the same two ventromedial bundle vessels in the right leg before, during, respectively, and after PCT (all videos are set to identical frame/second settings to allow visual comparison of pumping velocities).

3.4. **PCT increased vascular/linear lymph pumping even with adipose tissue accumulation (subject 4)**

Visualization 7 shows “before” and “after” images of subject 4’s (lipolymphedema) feet and lower legs. While the overall superficial movement of ICG appears to be less than seen in other subjects, total leg volume markedly decreased after PCT (2.2%, the average for all subjects), and the videos taken during PCT reveal lymphatic contractile activity occurring in concert with the sequential cycling of PCT (Visualizations 8 [NIRFLI video] and 9 [corresponding white light video]).

4. **Discussion**

NIRFLI allows noninvasive imaging of lymphatic vasculature and nodes to depths of 3–4 cm, evidenced by pathological confirmation in a previous study. Other NIRFLI studies have revealed a wide range of lymphatic vessel architecture/phenotypes in subjects with diseased lymphatics. Of note, the first two subjects in the present study were imaged in previous studies, and their visible lymphatic vessel architecture appeared to be relatively unchanged, after 18 and 60 months (for subject 1 and subject 2, respectively). This finding suggests that functional lymphatics are stable and NIRFLI is reproducible, providing reliable longitudinal information on the status of functional lymphatics.

By comparing subject 1’s NIRFLI images obtained 90–135 minutes post-ICG injection with and without PCT, there is evidence that lymph movement results from PCT, not the passive transit of ICG. These single-patient results indicate that PCT is responsible for the movement of lymph into and through lymphatic vessels and interstitial spaces and channels. In the case of this grade II subject, the movement of ICG-laden lymph was too slow to be obvious in a video format, but is readily noticeable in the pre- and post-treatment images. NIRFLI of Subject 2 using the clear unilateral PCT garment yielded real-time images of ICG movement in her entire affected leg during PCT. ICG moved proximally from foot injection sites to foot lymphatic vasculature during PCT. Subject 3, who presented with patent lymphatic vessels as shown by NIRFLI, displayed significantly increased pulsatile velocities and frequencies during and after PCT, and, in Subject 4, lymph pumping during PCT coordinated with pneumatic compression cycles. This direct response to the pressure cycle is notable, as lymph pumping is effected by opening and closing of one-way valves inside the lymph vessels, which respond to changes in hydraulic pressure with increased activity.

Proximal-to-distal lymph flow has been observed in previous human and mouse inflammation NIRFLI studies. In the mouse study, intravital imaging revealed lymphatic vessel dilation, suggesting that lymph valve tips that do not “touch” can allow backwards lymph flow. Several mouse knockout strains with mutations in human LE-associated genes exhibit lymphatic valve malformation or failure. Indeed, our recent study found a LE-associated, inactivating mutation in a gene important to lymphatic valve cell polarity and connections, **CELSR1** (Cadherin EGF LAG Seven-Pass G-Type Receptor 1), in a human family. It is possible that proximal-to-distal lymph flow could occur with PCT in LE patients with valve-affecting mutations, if sequential compression is inadequate to keep lymph moving in distal-to-proximal directions. Most LE patients in the US encounter LE after cancer treatment, however, and because cancer does not typically metastasize distally from affected lymph nodes into extremities, PCT is unlikely to contribute to cancer spread.

Previous studies of MLD with NIRFLI showed real-time stimulation of lymphatic propulsion by
manual massage, in both normal controls and in LE-affected individuals. A previous study using NIRFLI technology with a different PCT operating with mild, variable pressure on normal control subjects and normal and affected arms of subjects with breast cancer-related LE demonstrated PCT-mediated increases of lymphatic vessel fluid transport in the normal control subjects and in the unaffected arms of the LE-affected study subjects; however, the study failed to demonstrate lymphatic vascular/linear fluid movement in the LE-affected arms of the subjects tested, showing extravascular/diffuse movement only.

In the current study, with the sequential Lymphha Press Optimal® PCT device at 45–30 mmHg, improved lymph movement during and after PCT was demonstrated in all of the affected legs of the subjects tested, with visualization of vascular/linear lymphatic propulsion and extravascular/diffuse proximal movement in all affected extremities. The synchronization of the lymphatics in time with the cycling of the device in Subject 4 indicates a direct effect of the PCT device action on the propulsion of lymph within the lymphatic vessel, while in Subject 3, the increases in pulsatility could be quantified.

As stated previously, there has been a persistent attitude among manual therapists that PCTs do not engage the lymphatic system and simply “move fluid around” or “drive fluid into the veins.” In this study, NIRFLI visualization showed PCT-mediated increase in lymphatic function (when patent lymphatic vessels were present) and movement of protein-bound ICG, as well as decongestion of edema fluid through the lymphatics, in LE-affected extremities.

Other groups have used NIRF technology to investigate LE, and have presented fluorescent image patterns (linear, splash, stardust, and diffuse) that associate with the progression of LE severity. We have observed similar, heterogeneous NIRF image patterns in patients, albeit in possibly different progression with disease severity, and not always occurring in a proximal-to-distal progression. For example, in this study we imaged Subject 3, in whom only ankles were affected. In this subject, the diffuse pattern was noted only at ankles, with linear patterns in feet, knee, and thigh areas. The diffuse dermal backflow pattern did not originate at the most proximal areas of the limbs, in contrast to patterns seen in other studies. We hypothesize that the diffuse NIRFLI pattern, which we most frequently see around dye injection sites, results from indocyanine green that is “stuck” in lymphatic capillaries and interstitial spaces, unable to move into precollectors. Our slightly different findings from those seen in Ref. 40 may result from the use of a different NIRF imaging system, different concentration of indocyanine green, different injection sites, and different types of study subjects (primary versus secondary LE, varying genetic diversity).

It is important to recognize that the volume increases in LE limbs are initially due to accumulation of stagnant lymph that drives hypertrophy and proliferation of neighboring adipose cells. Interestingly, liposuction has been used successfully in patients with treatment-resistant LE to obtain durable limb volume reductions (some for over 20 years), but it relies on continued use of compression garments and MLD to keep lymph accumulation at bay after fat removal. These results suggest that, if lymph stasis is prevented (by compression garments, massage, PCT, or a combination thereof), fat re-accumulation and limb volume increases can be minimized. Consistent with this idea, a number of studies have found that intermittent pneumatic compression (IPC, another term for PCT) benefits LE patients, reduced LE swelling, skin fibrosis, and pain in 90% of PCT patients, improved quality of life, and that advanced PCT decreased total per-patient costs by 31% in 12 months post-device. It is possible that PCT used after lymphaticovenous anastomoses and lymph node transfer surgeries could speed recovery and improve outcomes by directing lymph-to-venous flow of anastomoses.

The views of the lymphedematous areas during treatment, made possible by the transparent pneumatic appliances, also underscore the progressive nature of LE and the need for early intervention so that treatment may be more effective. It is likely that LE subjects with long-standing disease have accumulated subdermal adipose tissue and fibrosis that make transit of lymph occur extravascularly rather than within patent lymphatic vessels. In these cases, it is perhaps useful to imagine lymph being “squeezed” through interstitial spaces to proximal destinations (similar to water traveling through a sponge), rather than through lymphatic vessels. Extravascular ICG-laden lymph in Subjects 1 and 2 appeared to move from lower extremity areas to thighs and groin locales. NIRFLI
was unable to visualize lymphatic vasculature above the ankle areas in Subject 4, who had lipolymphedema, perhaps due to interfering adipose deposition. The differences noted between Subject 4 (who was diagnosed with lipolymphedema, or LE secondary to lipedema) and Subjects 1 and 2 (with LE only) highlight the fact that LE presentations can differ depending on the initial cause of the lymphatic insufficiency.

Our results show that, in single sessions, PCT acted to enable lymph to move proximally away from edematous regions through functional lymphatic vessels when available, as in Subject 3, or otherwise through interstitial spaces/channels. Both movements were responsible for net proximal movement (and modest tissue volume reductions) in the subjects studied.

This is the first study, to our knowledge, to provide visual images of lymph movement that, in the case of Subject 1, can be compared to NIRFLI images made without PCT, and to provide visual images of lymph movement during PCT. The use of clear and windowed PCT garments enabled images that were visible in real time, provided evidence of lymph movement during PCT, and, when patent lymphatic vessels were available, provided quantitative evidence of increased lymph vessel propulsion during and after PCT. NIRFLI could potentially be used to determine which LE patients would most benefit from PCT, and to guide medical professionals in the choice of pressure and sequence settings.

4.1. Study limitations

This study was limited to a small number of subjects, and each subject received only one PCT treatment. Larger, longitudinal studies could determine if daily PCT enables even greater fluid removal from affected limbs and prevention of subdermal adipose and fibrotic tissue accumulation that is a hallmark symptom of LE. We did not extend imaging to time points beyond 30 min after the end of PCT, but it would be interesting to see how long the effects continue after treatment.

5. Conclusions

The results shown herein provide evidence that PCT may facilitate lymph vessel uptake and transport, as well as distal-to-proximal movement of ICG-laden lymph during a single 1 h treatment session in subjects with established LE who did not previously use PCT regularly. LE is a significant health burden, and complete description of the efficacy of prescribed treatments is essential for optimal health spending decisions. This report contributes information to aid understanding of PCT effectiveness in patients with various grades and types of LE.
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